TIAMMAt: Leveraging Biodiversity to Revise Protein Domain Models, Evidence from Innate Immunity
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Abstract

Sequence annotation is fundamental for studying the evolution of protein families, particularly when working with nonmodel species. Given the rapid, ever-increasing number of species receiving high-quality genome sequencing, accurate domain modeling that is representative of species diversity is crucial for understanding protein family sequence evolution and their inferred function(s). Here, we describe a bioinformatic tool called Taxon-Informed Adjustment of Markov Model Attributes (TIAMMAt) which revises domain profile hidden Markov models (HMMs) by incorporating homologous domain sequences from underrepresented and nonmodel species. Using innate immunity pathways as a case study, we show that revising profile HMM parameters to directly account for variation in homologs among underrepresented species provides valuable insight into the evolution of protein families. Following adjustment by TIAMMAt, domain profile HMMs exhibit changes in their per-site amino acid state emission probabilities and insertion/deletion probabilities while maintaining the overall structure of the consensus sequence. Our results show that domain revision can heavily impact evolutionary interpretations for some families (i.e., NLR’s NACHT domain), whereas impact on other domains (e.g., rel homology domain and interferon regulatory factor domains) is minimal due to high levels of sequence conservation across the sampled phylogenetic depth (i.e., Metazoa). Importantly, TIAMMAt revises target domain models to reflect homologous sequence variation using the taxonomic distribution under consideration by the user. TIAMMAt’s flexibility to revise any subset of the Pfam database using a user-defined taxonomic pool will make it a valuable tool for future protein evolution studies, particularly when incorporating (or focusing) on nonmodel species.
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Introduction

Accurate assignment of protein identity is a fundamental component of molecular studies involving nonmodel species. Such studies often begin by tethering an uncharacterized protein’s identity to a homolog of known function to infer, for example, residue-specific selective pressures (Buckley and Rast 2012), protein–protein interaction networks (Szkłarczyk et al. 2015), or evolutionary divergence (Tassia et al. 2017). Errors in these assessments can be costly. In the field of evolutionary and developmental biology, for example, over- or underestimating the full complement of protein family members in a nonmodel species can compromise the design of genetic reporter constructs (Cavaleri and Spinelli 2014) or CRISPR/Cas9 targets (Connahs et al. 2019). These errors cost researchers time, financial resources, and can negatively impact the accuracy of scientific conclusions.

Comparative molecular studies employing nonmodel species (Buckley and Rast 2015; Brennan and Gilmore 2018) often utilize a common bioinformatic approach when assigning evolutionary affinity and putative function to uncharacterized proteins (Loewenstein et al. 2009). Initially, protein identity is typically labeled using primary sequence similarity, which measures the number of pairwise matches between two sequences. Although similarity metrics aid protein identification (prematurely extrapolated to indicate orthology in some cases; Chen et al. 2007), similarity alone is insufficient to infer function in an evolutionary context (Liu et al. 2018). Given the pitfalls when relying on similarity alone, uncharacterized protein sequences are also placed in a phylogenetic context to verify homology (Tassia et al. 2017) and further annotated with domains—amino acid sequence patterns which can be used to assign function to discrete territories within a full amino acid sequence (Wojcik and Schächter 2001; Zhao et al. 2008). When used in concert, phylogenetic methods and domain annotation can reinforce hypotheses on protein family evolution and their functional variation across deep evolutionary timescales (Buckley and Rast 2012; Costa-Paiva et al. 2017, 2018; Gerdol et al. 2017; Tassia et al. 2017). For example, mammalian inflammatory and apoptotic caspases invariably possess a carboxy-terminal protease effector domain, and paralogs within the family can be categorized by their...
amino-terminus CARD or DED domain(s) (Man and Kanneganti 2016). These same rules remain consistent when applied to categorizing caspases in Hydra, a freshwater cnidarian (Lasi et al. 2010). Importantly, annotation of an uncharacterized protein with domain structure requires a database of known protein domains.

The Pfam database contains a well-curated and frequently updated catalog of domain models placed in an evolutionary context for protein studies across the tree of life (Sonnhhammer et al. 1997; El-Gebali et al. 2019). Each Pfam domain entry is created as follows: 1) a seed alignment is generated from representative sequences containing a conserved pattern that has been characterized in at least one of the sampled species; 2) the seed is then used to build a domain profile hidden Markov model (HMM) using the open source HMMER software package (Eddy 2009); lastly, 3) the new profile HMM is searched against Pfam’s proteomic sequence database as quality control and to provide evolutionary context (Sonnhhammer et al. 1997; Eddy 2009; El-Gebali et al. 2019; Mistry et al. 2020). Encoding Pfam domains as profile HMMs, in turn, allows protein domain searches to adopt the robust statistical framework underlying HMMs and information entropy (Hernando et al. 2005), along with the benefit that domain profile HMMs are rapidly searchable (Eddy 2009, 2011). Although variation encoded within the model is designed to capture homologs from species outside those represented directly within the seed alignment (El-Gebali et al. 2019), many domain profiles are derived of only a few species, reducing the model’s capacity to identify homologous domain sequences in phylogenetically distant taxa. Currently, domain seed alignments are dominated by sequences from a few biomedical model taxa (fig. 1), or closely related taxa, and the trend in sequencing bias toward these model systems is becoming increasingly exacerbated (David et al. 2019).

Using innate immunity proteins as a case study, we show that revising domain profile seed alignments to directly account for underrepresented protein diversity aids homolog identification in nonmodel animal species. Innate immunity signaling relies on pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) which recognize broad categories of microbes (such as RNA viruses or Gram-positive bacteria) by binding specific pathogen-associated moieties (Beutler 2004). Unlike adaptive immunities which evolved independently in both jawed- and jawless vertebrates (Flajnik and Kasahara 2010), PRRs were likely present in the last common ancestor to all animal lineages (Bosch 2013) and some innate immunity protein families have undergone several notable lineage-specific diversifications (Buckley and Rast 2012; Gerdol et al. 2017). Important for the context of our study, PRRs rely on domain–domain interactions for activation and signal transduction (O’Neill and Bowie 2007), possess defined domain architectures (Akira and Takeda 2004; Kowalinski et al. 2011; Lechtenberg et al. 2014), and have dominantly been studied in biomedical model species (Leulier and Lemaitre 2008). Among the most well-described PRRs are NOD-like receptors (NLRs; Lechtenberg et al. 2014), Toll-like receptors (TLRs; Akira and Takeda 2004), and RIG-I-like receptors (RLRs; Kowalinski et al. 2011). Although these three PRR families differ from one another in their domain architectures and signal transduction partners (supplementary fig. 1, Supplementary Material online), all three converge on the activation of nuclear factor κB (NF-κB) and/or interferon regulatory factors (IRFs). These transcription factors promote expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines (e.g., interleukins and tumor-necrosis factors), antimicrobial-, and/or antiviral peptides (Hiscott 2007; Zhang et al. 2017). The current perspective on PRR signaling is intimately tied to domain architecture, emphasizing the importance of protein annotation as a fundamental prerequisite when placing PRRs in a comparative and evolutionary framework.

Here, we show that revising profile seed alignments aids identification of domain homologs in nonmodel species and can provide insight into protein family evolution. The value of phylogenetically representative domain models cannot be overstated as identifying protein homologs across deep evolutionary timescales is a challenge that continues to grow as genomes become more accessible, particularly for those of historically underrepresented species (Buckley and Rast 2012; Costa-Paiva et al. 2017, 2018; Gerdol et al. 2017; Tassia et al. 2017). To this end, we explore the effects of revising domains which are essential for animal innate immunity signaling pathways, a group of evolutionarily ancient protein families within Metazoa that rely on domain–domain interactions and show considerable variation between taxa. Below, we describe a domain revision protocol called Taxon-Informed Adjustment of Markov Model Attributes (TIAMMAt; pronounced “TEE-a-mat” or “TEE-a-mahd”) and apply it to the domains at the core of PRR signaling to reveal the effects of narrow phylogenetic representation within domain seed alignments on domain homolog detection in nonmodel species.

New Approaches

TIAMMAt provides an automated and reproducible method for revising Pfam domain profile HMMs to capture homologous sequence diversity contingent upon a user-defined taxonomic distribution. TIAMMAt fundamentally relies on HMMER’s suite of profile-to-sequence comparison tools and their direct association with Pfam domain database entries. Although TIAMMAt is utilized in the context of metazoan innate immunity for our study, the program can revise any domain profile(s) within Pfam based on a user-defined taxonomic pool. For example, TIAMMAt can be applied to investigate the evolution of the death domain superfamily in all eukaryotes just as it can be used to revise and identify globin domains within arachnids. For each domain revised by TIAMMAt, the program will produce 1) a domain profile HMM which directly accounts for homologous sequence variation within the queried taxon/taxa, and 2) the subset of proteins from each taxon which possess the domain of interest (before and after revision) (fig. 2). Importantly, TIAMMAt is a versatile tool for protein evolution studies that can be catered to the investigator’s subject of research.

TIAMMAt executes the following steps for each target domain profile (see Materials and Methods, fig. 2, and supplementary fig. 2 and table 1, Supplementary Material online). First, each supplied proteome (defined here as the whole
collection of protein sequences derived of an organism’s genome) is searched for occurrences of the target domain where the target domain must meet two conditions: 1) The per-target/per-domain expectation values (e-values) do not exceed HMMER’s reporting or inclusion thresholds (default per-domain/-target reporting threshold $\leq 10.0$ and per-domain/-target inclusion threshold $\leq 0.01$, respectively), and 2) the target domain has the lowest per-domain e-value within the sequence envelope in which it is identified (relative to every other domain in the Pfam database). Conceptually, coordination of these two filtering conditions constrains the domain revision process to not only incorporate amino acid sequences labeled as “true homologs” to the target domain (as defined by HMMER’s profile-to-sequence comparison pipeline; Eddy 2009), but also that the target domain has the lowest probability of being a false positive within the sequence envelope in which it was identified (relative to all other domains). These constraints are specifically designed to avoid false positives which could otherwise be introduced by incorporating similar, but nontarget, motifs into the domain seed alignment (e.g., CARD and DED are similar and related, but exhibit distinct interactive properties; Jiang et al. 2012).

Importantly, TIAMMAT can also be run with user-specified per-target/per-domain e-value thresholds. Such flexibility may be useful if, for example, investigators intend to experimentally test a domain’s function in a pharmacological context using a protein derived from nonmodel species (Agrawal et al. 2016). In this scenario, increasing the stringency of these thresholds permits investigators to identify sequence structures strictly similar to those captured in the original domain model, while also accounting for evolutionary distance between their subject species and those used to build the original seed alignment.

Following annotation filtering, TIAMMAT extracts all best-hit domain sequences and aligns them to the profile HMM along with the original Pfam seed sequences. This revised seed alignment, which is a direct derivation of the original alignment (and constrained a priori to align to original domain profile HMM), is then reconstructed into a single new revised domain profile HMM. Finally, all proteomes are searched once again for the target domain(s) using all the original and revised models generated during the run (fig. 2).

For the purposes of our study, we revised domains integral to the functions of TLRs, RLRs, NLRs, NF-κBs, and

![Graphical representation of taxon representation within Pfam database.](https://example.com/fig1.png)

**Fig. 1.** Taxon representation within Pfam database. In blue (left values following species names) is the total number of occurrences a species appears across all Pfam seed alignments. In red (right values following species names) is the total number of sequences within a species’ reference proteome captured by all Pfam domain profiles. Blue and red bars duplicate the numeric values next to species names and the blue bar is superimposed on the red bar, each with its own independent scale displayed at the top (Red) and bottom (Blue) of the plot. Cladogram depicts consensus phylogenetic relationships derived from Laumer et al. (2019). Cnid., Cnidaria; Loph., Lophotrochozoa; Ecdy., Ecdysozoa; Echi., Echinodermata; Hemi., Hemichordata; Ceph., Cephalochordata; Tuni., Tunicata; Vert., Vertebrata.
IRFs (supplementary tables 1 and 2 and figs. 3 and 4, Supplementary Material online) using 39 publicly available proteomic datasets representative of taxa across the metazoan phylogeny (supplementary table 3, Supplementary Material online), focusing particularly on species which have been labeled within scientific literature as emerging or nonmodel (e.g., Simakov et al. 2013, 2015; Hall et al. 2017; Gehrke et al. 2019).

**FIG. 2.** Bioinformatic operations performed by TIAMMAT. Boxes and solid arrows symbolize major workflow of TIAMMAT. Dashed lines and diamonds show filtering criteria used by TIAMMAT. For further detail, see supplementary figure 2, Supplementary Material online.
Results and Discussion

Trends in Model Revision

Given that the model revision process employed by TIAMMat is dependent upon the original model, the revised model’s properties are constrained in a few key ways (fig. 3): 1) Overall sequence structure remains consistent between base and revised models, where low information content regions retain low impact on sequence hit probabilities and high information content regions retain their overall structure and comparatively high statistical weight; 2) the revised model’s length is partially constrained to the base model’s length by trimming nonhomologous residues near ends of the alignment (via hmmalign’s –trim flag), avoiding overparameterization which could be produced as the new seed alignment incorporates new sequences; 3) most changes are adjustments in the emission probabilities per residue per site of the domain profile and changes in insertion probabilities, but not changes in overall consensus sequence structure.

For all analyses, we included the human proteome as a positive control for domain revision. All target domain-containing sequences identified before revision in human were also identified after revision. Additionally, the human sequences found to possess a target domain only after revision (supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online) met one of two conditions: 1) following phylogenetic analysis, the newly identified protein clustered with sequences known to possess the original (prerevision) domain, suggesting model revision produced a profile which describes sequence variation absent in the original model; or 2) the sequence represented a poorly understood protein and the revised domain was assigned to a sequence envelope where no other domain met HMMER’s inclusion threshold (i.e., the revised model fell within an unannotated sequence envelope). Importantly, the magnitude of change for individual amino acid emission probabilities per-site was not equivalent across all model revisions, suggesting TIAMMat is sensitive to the degree of sequence variation within the input domain(s). In turn, revision of some domains showed limited change. For example, domain revision yielded four and eight additional IRF and NF-κB family members, respectively (supplementary files 1–4, Supplementary Material online). We defined NLRs as proteins possessing both a NOD-Like Receptors

NACH-like domain revision yielded the greatest increase in the number of domain-containing sequences in our analyses (fig. 4 and supplementary tables 4–6, Supplementary Material online). We defined NLRs as proteins possessing both a NACH domain and a terminal series of LRRs, consistent with literature on the structural perspectives of NLR signaling kinetics and previous NLR surveys (Larou et al. 2011; Mo et al. 2012; Meunier and Broz 2017). Following NACH revision, we identified novel NLRs in the sea snail, Aplysia californica (n = 1 additional), seastars Acanthaster planci (n = 1) and Patiria miniata (n = 5), the sea cucumber, Apostichopus japonicus (n = 1), acorn worms Pychoderma flavum (n = 2) and Schizocardium californicum (n = 1), and the purple urchin, Strongylocentrotus purpuratus (n = 1; supplementary table 6, Supplementary Material online). Aside from novel CARD-containing NLRs (i.e., NLRC subfamily) identified in Pychoderma flavum and S. californicum, all other NLRs identified after revision by TIAMMat could not be classified into the four canonical NLR subfamilies (Kanneganti et al. 2007; Meunier and Broz 2017) based solely on domain architecture.
subfamilies (i.e., NLRAs, NLRBs, NLRCs, and NLRPs) which suggest vertebrate-defined NLRs, likely before signaling for cell-death.

Gerdol et al. (2018) which suggest vertebrate-defined NLRs, likely before signaling for cell-death.

Before signaling for cell-death.

which possess an N-terminal PYD in place of a CARD) require ASC as a signaling intermediate (supplementary fig. 1, Supplementary Material online).

Moreover, PYD-containing NLRs (i.e., NLRP subfamily) appear to be exclusive to euteleosts in our dataset (i.e., Latimeria, zebrafish, and human), even after domain revision. Coincidentally, PYD, independent of NACHT, could only be identified in euteleost taxa (data not shown). Unlike the NLRCs which can directly elicit cell-death behaviors through homotypic CARD interactions, NLRPs (which possess an N-terminal PYD in place of a CARD) require ASC as a signaling intermediate (supplementary fig. 1, Supplementary Material online), a short adaptor protein containing both a PYD and CARD (Lamkanfi and Dixit 2012), before signaling for cell-death.

Our evolutionary analysis supports previous studies (Messier-Solek 2010; Hamada et al. 2013; Yuen et al. 2014; Gerdol et al. 2018) which suggest vertebrate-defined NLR subfamilies (i.e., NLRAs, NLRBs, NLRCs, and NLRPs) are insufficient for classifying NLRs outside Vertebrata (supplementary table 6, fig. 8, and file 3, Supplementary Material online). Noncanonical NLRs identified in our study include a collection N-terminal death domain (or juxtaposed death and CARD domains) NLRs present in cephalochordates (Branchiostoma belcheri and B. floridæ) and echinoderms (Acanthaster planci, P. miniata, Apostichopus japonicus, Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, Lytechinus variegatus) (supplementary table 6, Supplementary Material online). Assuming the overall domain structures of metazoan NLRs retain their functional regionalization (i.e., C-terminal LRRs operate as ligand-binding, NACHT domains promote oligomerization, and the N-terminal domains are responsible for protein–protein interaction and signal transduction), the presence of noncanonical death domain superfamily members among NLRs may indicate a degree of evolutionary flexibility connecting pathogen recognition to the various death domain superfamily-associated signaling effects such as inflammation, apoptosis, cytokine/chemokine expression, and transcriptional regulation (Park et al. 2007; Kwon et al. 2012).
Outside of the death domain superfamily, NLRs identified in nine invertebrate taxa possess a higher eukaryotes and prokaryotes nucleotide-binding (HEPN) domain at their N-terminus. In a previous survey of HEPN domain sequence evolution across the tree of life (Anantharaman et al. 2013), HEPN proteins were predicted to act as either RNA sensors or catabolic RNases associated with RNA-dependent host-defense and stress response. Although we can loosely predict HEPN-NLRs may function as a cytoplasmic sensor for some evolution across the tree of life (Anantharaman et al. 2013), N-terminus. In a previous survey of HEPN domain sequence NLRs identified in this study represent an category of RNAs, broader taxon sampling among underrepresented taxa. Regarding domain diagrams, green bars represent tandem leucine-rich repeats, yellow bars represent NACHT domains, dotted-outline empty bars represent NACHT domains below inclusion threshold, gray bars represent domains which outcompete NACHT for best-fit domain within the sequence envelope, and white bars represent other NLR accessory domains.

The N-terminal domain of NLRs is far more diverse than what has traditionally been represented within vertebrates. The noncanonical NLRs identified in this study represent an underappreciated subset of the NLR protein family, perhaps indicative of more diverse functional roles for the family over the course of animal evolution. Moreover, because the search protocol employed by TIAMMAt isolates all proteins containing a target domain (which meet TIAMMAt’s statistical prerequisites), several NACHT domain-containing proteins with undocumented affinity for NLR signaling pathways were identified before and after revision (supplementary fig. 7 and table 6, Supplementary Material online). Given their role in facilitating protein–protein interactions between two or more NACHT-containing proteins (Lamkanfi and Dixit 2012), these unclassified NACHT domain-containing proteins warrant further investigation for their potential role in NLR signaling regulation across Metazoa.

Toll-Like Receptors
Following TIR domain revision (PF01582 and PF13676), additional Toll-like receptor (TLR) proteins were identified in the tunicates Ciona intestinalis (n = 2 additional) and Botryllus schlosseri (n = 1), the stalked brachiopod, Lingula anatina (n = 1), and the lancelet chordate, B. belcheri (n = 1) (fig. 5). Whereas novel TLRs identified in L. anatina and B. belcheri occur in a background of >20 and >40 TLRs, respectively (Huang et al. 2008; Halanych and Kocot 2014; Gerdol et al. 2018), proteins detected in tunicates after revision are proportionally more substantial, doubling the number of reported TLRs in Botryllus schlosseri from 1 to 2 (Tassia et al. 2017; Franchi et al. 2019) and in C. intestinalis from 3 to 5 (Buckley and Rast 2015; Tassia et al. 2017). For all novel TLRs identified, the revised TIR domain was exclusively predicted in previously unannotated space downstream of tandem LRR cassettes, not within a territory where it...
TIAMMAT domain model revision identifies previously unrecognized TLRs. Top: Skylign (Wheeler et al. 2014) graph for positions 58–68 of the original TIR domain model (PF01582; left) and after revision (right). Relative height of amino acid symbols reflects their emission probability relative to all other amino acid states at that site. Bottom: Domain diagrams of TLR structures before (left) and after (right) domain revision, highlighting the utility of incorporating taxonomic diversity into the TIR domain seed alignment when working with underrepresented taxa. Regarding domain diagrams, green bars represent tandem leucine-rich repeats, red bars represent TIR domains, dotted-outline empty bars representing TIR domains below inclusion threshold.

Statistically outcompeted another high confidence, but unrelated, domain annotation. Thus, TIAMMAT’s results yielded a domain architecture fitting the canonical schema for TLRs (Akira and Takeda 2004). A TIR domain was omitted in the original annotations of these TLRs for two different reasons. For Lingula’s and Branchiostoma’s novel TLRs, a TIR domain met HMMER’s default reporting threshold prior to revision (per-domain and per-sequence e-values < 10.0). However, the domain did not meet the inclusion threshold requirement (per-sequence e-value < 0.01) to confidently be labeled as a statistically significant homolog. In contrast, the novel tunicate TLRs lacked any reportable TIR domain prior to revision (fig. 5), suggesting the newly identified tunicate proteins contain divergent TIR domains relative to sequences in the original seed alignment. Prior analyses have shown both of Ciona’s previously described TLRs act as a functional blend of several vertebrate homologs (Sasaki et al. 2009; Satake and Sekiguchi 2012). Notably, the divergent tunicate TLR may be causally tied to tunicate’s rapid rate of molecular evolution relative to their sister phylum, Vertebrata (Bernà and Alvarez-Valin 2014).

TLR domain revision also supported previous data (Gerdol et al. 2017) suggesting TIR-domain-containing (TIR-DC) proteins have experienced a high degree of evolutionary change across Metazoa. Several TIR-DC families possess notable taxonomic distributions with implications for TLR pathway evolution (supplementary table 4 and fig. 7, Supplementary Material online). Stimulator of interferon genes (STING), an evolutionarily ancient facilitator of innate immunity responses against exogenous RNA and dsDNA (Wu et al. 2014), was reported to uniquely possess a TIR domain in several lophotrochozoan lineages (Gerdol et al. 2017), implicating an intersection between TLR- and STING-facilitated immunity. Our results corroborate these findings, reporting an additional TIR-DC STING protein in the nemertean, Notospermus geniculatus, and two more copies in the oyster, Crassostrea virginica, following TIR domain revision (supplementary table 4, Supplementary Material online). Furthermore, whereas homologs to MYD88 and SARM1 (canonical TIR-DC adaptor proteins responsible for signal transduction and regulation of TLRs, respectively; O’Neill and Bowie 2007) possess ancestry predating the emergence of Vertebrata (Tassia et al. 2017; Toshchakov and Neuwald 2020), many evolutionarily conserved TIR-DC proteins (defined in Gerdol et al. [2017]) identified here lack any homologs within Vertebrata (supplementary table 4, Supplementary Material online). Even when including proteomes from non-mammalian vertebrate lineages (i.e., hagfish, lamprey, and Latimeria) when running TIAMMAT, vertebrate TIR-DC proteins appear to be restricted to TLRs, IL-1Rs, and the five traditional TLR adaptors (O’Neill and Bowie 2007). Although there may be some relationship between the emergence of adaptive immunity and the limited number of TIR-DC protein structures within vertebrates, the noncanonical TIR-DC proteins identified across metazoan taxa may also represent a more flexible role for TIR domains outside the confines of the TLR pathway.

**Fig. 5.** TIR domain model revision identifies previously unrecognized TLRs. Top: Skylign (Wheeler et al. 2014) graph for positions 58–68 of the original TIR domain model (PF01582; left) and after revision (right). Relative height of amino acid symbols reflects their emission probability relative to all other amino acid states at that site. Bottom: Domain diagrams of TLR structures before (left) and after (right) domain revision, highlighting the utility of incorporating taxonomic diversity into the TIR domain seed alignment when working with underrepresented taxa. Regarding domain diagrams, green bars represent tandem leucine-rich repeats, red bars represent TIR domains, dotted-outline empty bars representing TIR domains below inclusion threshold.
RIG-I-Like Receptors

Revision of the RLR C-terminal domain (CTD), which is unique to three canonical RLR family members (retinoic acid-inducible gene, RIG-I; melanoma differentiation antigen 5, MDAs; and laboratory of genetic and physiology 2, LGP2; supplementary fig. 1, Supplementary Material online; Esser-Nobis et al. 2020), revealed novel RLR proteins in the cnidarian, Hydra vulgaris (n = 1 additional), and the sea star, P. miniata (n = 2; supplementary table 5, Supplementary Material online). Unlike canonical RLRs, novel proteins identified in Hydra vulgaris and P. miniata have atypical and individually distinct domain organizations. The novel protein identified in Hydra has a reversed architecture (with an N-terminal RLR “C-terminal domain”), an incomplete central helicase, and lacks CARD domains, similar in structure to the vertebrate LGP2 protein. In contrast, Patiria’s novel proteins both possess appropriately positioned C-terminal CTDs. However, one of the two newly identified Patiria RLRs lacks a central helicase, the second possesses a duplicated CTD, and both possess a single N-terminal death effector domain (DED). Moreover, the novel domain architectures described above are not unique to the post-domain-revision dataset as several noncanonical RLR-related domain architectures (defined by the presence of the RLR-specific C-terminal domain) were detected across Metazoa even before domain revision. For example, Hydra possesses a second reverse RLR protein and Hofstenia miamia (a member of the clade, Xenacoelomorpha) possesses two reverse RLR proteins which, together with Hydra’s proteins, comprise a well-supported monophyletic orthology group (>90% posterior probability; supplementary fig. 9 and file 4, Supplementary Material online). Given that all canonical RLRs (i.e., RIG-I, MDAs, and LGP2) share a central DExD/H-box helicase and a CTD, which together give RLR’s their RNA recognition capacities (Pippig et al. 2009; Jiang et al. 2011; Luo et al. 2011; Reikine et al. 2014), the proteins with incomplete helicases described in this paragraph provide an interesting opportunity to investigate the function of the RLR CTD independent of a proximal helicase.

We placed all RLRs identified in our study into a Bayesian phylogenetic framework to compare with previous phylogenetic hypotheses on RLR evolution and to expand RLR sampling to include the less conventional RLR family members described above (supplementary fig. 9 and file 4, Supplementary Material online). Concordant with previous studies (Mukherjee et al. 2014; Pugh et al. 2016), we resolve RIG-I and MDAS/LGP2 orthology groups with deep representation of deuterostome taxa, except tunicates which possess their own RLR orthogroup. Interestingly, an orthology group comprised of RLRs with N-terminal DED domains (including the two novel Patiria sequences described above) was recovered with maximal support. DED, like CARD, is a member of the death domain superfamily (Park et al. 2007). Independent of RLR signaling, DED operates through homotypic domain–domain interactions and is vital for the regulation of cell death, including interactions mediated by caspase-8 and -10 (Valmiki and Ramos 2009; Riley et al. 2015; Man and Kanneganti 2016). Although they belong to the same superfamily, functional evidence has shown the CARDs of RLRs and the DED of caspase-8 are not functionally equivalent (Jiang et al. 2012), suggesting DED-containing RLRs present among invertebrates may function independently of the canonical RLR signaling pathway. Given the ancient origins of cell death regulation through DED–DED interactions among animals (Sakamaki et al. 2015; Man and Kanneganti 2016), the ubiquitous threat of viral infection (Forterre 2006), and the potential coupling of DED-dependent signaling to the dsRNA recognition via RLRs containing an N-terminal DED, we hypothesize that RLRs possess additional family members among invertebrates which act through rapid DED-dependent apoptotic pathways.

Future Prospects of TIAMMAt

In our application of TIAMMAt on innate immunity protein families, we demonstrated the value of improving representation of nonmodel species in Pfam domain seed alignments. Strikingly, for each of the PRR signaling families we considered, protein domain architecture diversity appears to be underestimated across Metazoa even independent of domain revision (supplementary fig. 7, Supplementary Material online), and the effect becomes more severe when directly accounting for homologous sequence variation in domains among nonmodel species. These findings are consistent with previous studies that highlight the value of leveraging underrepresented species to investigate protein family evolution (Zhang et al. 2012; Yuen et al. 2014; Gerdol et al. 2017).

The design of TIAMMAt was stimulated through a combination of uncovering a lack of even phylogenetic representation within domain profile seed alignments (fig 1) and the inferential value of annotating uncharacterized proteins with Pfam domains (e.g., Hibino et al. 2006; Costa-Paiva et al. 2017; Gerdol et al. 2017; Tassia et al. 2017). As such, TIAMMAt is designed to be compatible with any taxonomic distribution and collection of Pfam domains of interest to the user. Given enough computational and proteomic resources, TIAMMAt could be applied, for example, to domain/protein evolution studies among all opisthokonts, eukaryotes, or even all organisms. In contrast, TIAMMAt can also be used to revise a domain based on a single genus, yielding a revised domain profile where the per-site amino acid emission probabilities are narrowed to be a strict representation of that genus’ domain sequence variance. For example, where one study could revise all globin domains using a broadly sampled metazoan dataset to help identify and investigate oxygen transport protein evolution, another study could revise the same domains using only hydrothermal vent and/or cold seep species where oxygen-transport has become highly specialized (Hourdez and Lallier 2007). Though these two scenarios may focus on the same Pfam domains, the revised domains produced by TIAMMAt reflect different taxonomic assemblages and address two discrete evolutionary questions.

TIAMMAt can be flexibly inserted into bioinformatic pipelines where domain annotation plays a role in inferring functional characterization of uncharacterized proteins. As nonmodel and underrepresented species continue to be sequenced at an accelerated rate (David et al. 2019), TIAMMAt provides bioinformaticians the option to account for phylogenetic
distance during protein domain annotation—being particularly valuable when data are generated with the direct intent of addressing protein family/pathway evolution. In studies which concentrate on protein families instead of newly sequenced species, TIAMMAt can be used in a fashion that is similar to our case study on innate immunity, shifting focus from the traditional biomedical model species to a broader comparative scope by leveraging biodiversity already available in public data repositories.

**Materials and Methods**

**Input Dataset Acquisition**

Protein sequence accessions for the 39 metazoan taxa used in this study are available in supplementary table 3, Supplementary Material online. Species were chosen to represent a broad phylogenetic distribution across Metazoa with compensation for representation bias within the Pfam database (fig. 1). Regarding the two species where protein sequence datasets were not directly downloadable at the time of acquisition (i.e., Hofstenia miamia and Schmidtea mediterranea), scaffolded genomes and accompanying protein models were used to generate a protein sequence dataset using gffread (https://github.com/gpertea/gffread). In the context of our study, we do not discriminate between protein sequences derived of direct protein sequencing (reviewed in Callahan et al. 2020) and those inferred through bioinformatic translation of nucleotide datasets. Similarly, we recognize each species’ proteome is not reflective of the same degree of sequencing revision or protein annotation (David et al. 2019). As a result, proteomes belonging to deeply sequenced species, such as humans, encode a high number of isoforms per protein when compared with more enigmatic taxa (Uhlén et al. 2015). To compensate for uneven annotations across taxa, we make the assumption that all protein isoform predictions possess equal probability to be expressed and are functional. Importantly, because we employ proteomic datasets derived primarily of genome sequencing projects, assessments made in our study are at the level of unique protein species encoded within the genome (accounting for all modeled isoforms of a single gene), not the measure of genes present.

The domain profile HMMs and seeds associated with key innate immunity proteins are summarized in supplementary table 1, Supplementary Material online. Particularly, we chose domains traditionally associated with TLRs (i.e., TIR and TIR_2 domains; Tassia et al. 2017), RLRs (i.e., RIG-I_C-RD and CARD domains; Nehyba et al. 2009), NLRs (i.e., NACHT and CARD domains; Elinav et al. 2011), IRFs (i.e., IRF and IRF3 domains; Nehyba et al. 2009), and NFKB (i.e., RHD domain; Hayden and Ghosh 2011). All domain models and their seeds were obtained from Pfam version 32.0 (El-Gebali et al. 2019). Phylogenetic breadth represented within seed alignments be- fore and after revision is shown in supplementary figures 3 and 4, Supplementary Material online. Additional LRR annotation was supplemented with Interproscan’s (version 5.26-65.0) Gene3D annotation (version 4.10: Lees et al. 2014) due to HMMER’s difficulty for positively annotating boundaries between individual repeat cassettes (Pellegrini 2015; Mistry et al. 2020).

**Database Bias**

Pfam domain profile seed alignments were downloaded from the Pfam 32.0 FTP server on April 7, 2020. The Pfam-A database, which is generated from HMMs constructed from the seed alignments, was also downloaded. Species codes were then extracted and aggregated from both Pfam-A and the seed alignments to get a count estimate of species representation in the seeds themselves, as well as how those seeds may contribute to representation (or lack thereof) in the full database (fig. 1).

**Domain Profile HMM Revision**

TIAMMAt automates revision of Pfam domain models to capture homologous sequence diversity based upon taxonomic distribution provided by the user (fig. 2 and supplementary fig. 2, Supplementary Material online). The program is written using open-source software packages and is publicly available via GitHub (https://github.com/mtassia/TIAMMAt). Looped through the individual domain profile HMMs compiled above, TIAMMAt begins by searching proteomes for a single domain signature using HMMER’s hmmscan (version 3.1b2; Eddy 2009) under either default reporting/inclusion thresholds (used in this study) or user-defined thresholds (supplementary table 7, Supplementary Material online). For each target sequence reporting a hit to the target domain, the target sequence is isolated from its parent proteome and scanned for all Pfam domains using hmmscan, again with default thresholds (used here) or user-defined values. TIAMMAt then parses hmmscan’s domain table output to identify the best-fit domain architecture per sequence. Specifically, TIAMMAt first omits any hits which do not meet the per-sequence and per-domain (both conditional and independent) E-value inclusion thresholds of 0.01 (or the value specified by the user). The remaining hits are then ranked in ascending order of per-domain conditional E-values (with a lower bound of zero) and filtered of overlapping annotations, always maintaining the better-scoring domain hit over an overlapping weaker-scoring hit. This annotation parsing schema produces a nonoverlapping list of highest-confidence domains per sequence which must at least meet the per-domain E-value inclusion threshold. Notably, some sequences which reported a potential hit to the target domain during the hmmssearch step may not report the same target domain after filtering due to conditional statistics after including all other domains in the Pfam database. Such annotations are considered noise from the perspective of the program and are omitted from the following steps due to lack of statistical substantiation, avoiding incorporation of false positives during revision. Following domain annotation and identification of sequences with a best-fitting target domain, TIAMMAt extracts all best-fitting domain targets from their parent sequences (e.g., all TIR domains found within the Saccoglossus kowalevskii proteome). All isolated domains and the domain’s seed sequences are aligned to the relevant
domain profile HMM using \texttt{hmmalign} with the optional \texttt{trim} argument to trim nonhomologous residues—particularly those which may accumulate at the termini of the model. Next, TIAMMAt runs \texttt{hmmbuild} to generate a revised domain profile HMM from \texttt{hmmalign}'s output Stockholm alignment. After the domain model has been revised, TIAMMAt loops once more through \texttt{hmmscan} and \texttt{hmmscan}, this time isolating sequences which possess either the base or revised domain model hits (which meet the same threshold requirements specified above).

Once all domains have been revised, TIAMMAt executes a final \texttt{hmmscan} using a Pfam database appended with all revised domain models from the current TIAMMAt run—permitting each sequence to be annotated with base or revised domains of all those considered which, until this point, had all been revised in isolation of one another. This step is particularly important if the domains being revised are, in combination, descriptive of a single protein family (e.g., NACHT and CARD domain revisions as they relate to NOD-like receptors).

Post-revision datasets from our immunity study (both sequences and Markov models) are also available via the TIAMMAt github repository (https://github.com/mtassia/TIAMMAt.git).

We recommend using TIAMMAt only after careful consideration of input proteome dataset quality and completeness, such as using protein datasets derived of published genomes where such effects have been considered and explicitly controlled or performing genome quality assessments like BUSCO (Waterhouse et al. 2018) or BlobTools (Laetsch and Blaxter 2017).

Phylogenetic Methods
Each protein family was aligned using MAFFT version 7's L-INS-I protocol (Katoh and Standley 2013). Phylogenetic reconstruction was performed using IQ-TREE version 1.6.12 (Nguyen et al. 2015). We employ IQ-TREE's ModelFinder subprogram (Kalyaanamoorthy et al. 2017) to infer best-fit substitution models and the ultrafast bootstrap approximation method for node support (10,000 generations; Minh et al. 2013). Phylogenetic trees were initially visualized using the iTOL web server (Letunic and Bork 2019) and all nodes with ultrafast bootstrap support less than 95% are collapsed with the optional \texttt{c} argument to trim nonhomologous residues—particularly those which may accumulate at the termini of the model.

Bayesian phylogenetic reconstruction of RLR protein relationships was performed using ExaBayes version 1.5 (Aberer et al. 2014). Two independent runs of four Metropolis-coupled chains each were executed in parallel for \(1 \times 10^7\) generations, sampled every 100 generations, using a \(\gamma\)-distributed rate heterogeneity, empirical amino acid state frequencies, and a fixed substitution model of VT, which was determined to be the best-fit amino acid substitution matrix via BIC by ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al. 2017). Chain convergence was confirmed by the presence of average standard deviation of split frequencies \(<0.01\) and effective sample size per parameter \(\geq100\). A majority-rule consensus tree was generated after discarding the first 25% of sampled Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) generations as burn-in and visualized using the iTOL web server (Letunic and Bork 2019).

Supplementary Material
Supplementary data are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online.
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